
Hampton Roads 
Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) Meeting 

 
SEPTEMBER 6, 2017 

11:45 am 
(Lunch served beginning at 11:30 am) 

 
York River Oyster Company 

8109 Yacht Haven Rd  
Gloucester Point, VA 23062 

 
 

I. Call to Order 
 

II. Meeting Minutes  
 

The summary minutes from the August 2, 2017 Regional CAO Committee meeting 
will be presented for the Committee’s review and approval. 

 
III. Public Comment Period (limit 3 minutes per individual) 

 
IV. Potential GO Virginia Projects 

 
At last month’s meeting, the CAO Committee discussed a regional broadband 
initiative, and discussed the possibility of presenting this item to the HRPDC for 
possible endorsement as a GO Virginia application.  Committee members expressed 
support for the regional broadband initiative and excitement about the potential that 
this effort could offer for the Hampton Roads region.  However, before 
recommending this project to the HRPDC as a GO Virginia application, CAO 
Committee members were interested in learning about other potential GO Virginia 
projects that are being developed by Hampton Roads localities.  The Committee 
agreed that members would be prepared to share information on potential GO 
Virginia proposals at the September CAO Committee meeting. 
 
CAO Committee members will be asked to share information about potential GO 
Virginia proposals that are being considered by Hampton Roads localities. 
 

V. Regional Broadband Initiative – Next Steps  
 
The CAO Committee should continue discussion of the regional broadband initiative 
presented at its August 2 meeting and provide direction on next steps.  Based on the 
most recent information available from Reinvent Hampton Roads, upcoming 
milestones for the GO Virginia program are as follows: 
 
August 25: The GO Virginia Regional Council for Region 5 (Hampton Roads and 

Eastern Shore) is expected to adopt the Economic Growth and 
Diversification Plan.  GO Virginia applications should be consistent 
with and supportive of the goals of this plan. 
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September 12: The State GO Virginia Board is expected to approve GO Virginia 
Guidelines (a draft is attached). 

 
September 21: HRPDC Meeting 
 
October 31: Deadline for Submission of GO Virginia Applications to the Regional 

Council  
 
November 14: Goal for Regional Council Review Committee to evaluate 

applications and make recommendation to Regional Council.  The 
GO Virginia Regional Council will vote to recommend applications 
to the State Board. 

 
December 15: Goal for State Board to issue final approval and issue GO Virginia 

awards. 
 

VI. Future CAO Agenda Items 
 

CAO Committee members are asked to offer suggestions for future CAO Committee 
agenda items.  Some potential options for the October meeting include the following: 
 
• Regional Legislative Agenda 
• GO Virginia Status Report 
 

VII. Calendar/Location of Future Meetings 
 

A schedule for the location of future Regional CAO Committee meetings is provided 
below: 
 

  October 4 
 
November 1  Portsmouth 
 
December 6 
 

VIII. Other Business 
 

The schedule for the September 21, 2017 HRTPO, HRPDC, HRMFFA and HRTAC 
meetings is attached. 
 

IX. Adjournment 



Hampton Roads Planning District Commission 
Chief Administrative Officers Meeting 
Summary Minutes of August 2, 2017 

 
The Chief Administrative Officers (CAO) Meeting was called to order at 11:45 am at the 
Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC) offices located at 723 Woodlake 
Drive in Chesapeake with the following in attendance: 
 
James Baker  Chesapeake 
Mary Bunting  Hampton 
Marvin Collins Williamsburg 
Brent Fedors  Gloucester County 
Tyrone Franklin Surry County 
David Hansen  Virginia Beach 
Michael Johnson Southampton County 
Don Robertson Isle of Wight County 
Randy Martin  Franklin 
Scott Mills  Suffolk 
Cynthia Rolf  Newport News 
Doug Smith   Norfolk 
Michael Stallings Windsor 
Randy Wheeler Poquoson 
 
Others Recording Attending 
 
Robert Crum, HRPDC 
Keith Cannady, HRPDC 
Diane Kaufman, Senator Kaine’s Office 
Drew Lumpkin, Senator Warner’s Office 
Ron Carlee, ODU  
CIOs from the Region’s Localities 
 
Mr. Baker welcomed the CAO Committee members and noted there were guests joining the 
Committee today including Chief Information Officers from the region’s jurisdictions.  
Following introductions, Mr. Baker noted that the summary meeting minutes from the June 
7, 2017 CAO Committee meeting were included in the agenda package.  There were no 
recommended changes to the summary minutes, and they were approved as presented. 
 
Public Comment Period 
 
Mr. Baker asked if there was anyone in attendance who wished to provide public comment.  
There being no public comment, Mr. Baker proceeded with the agenda. 
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Hampton Roads Chamber Inter-Regional Visit 
 
Mr. Bryan Stephens, President and CEO of the Hampton Roads Chamber, briefed the 
Committee on the Chamber’s Inter-Regional Visit to Nashville in November and invited 
representatives from the region’s localities to participate in this trip.  Mr. Stephens noted 
that an inter-regional visit is a trip to another region by a diverse delegation comprised of 
leaders from a community’s public, private and nonprofit sectors.  The purpose of the trip 
is to discuss challenges and opportunities with the host community, learn about best 
practices that we can bring back to Hampton Roads and promote networking and 
relationship building among the trip’s participants. 
 
The focus areas of the trip will be: 
 

• Economic Development 
o Job Growth 

 Existing businesses 
 Entrepreneurship 
 Attracting new business (marketing) 

• Infrastructure Development 
o An economic catalyst 

 Transportation 
 Municipal furniture 

• Workforce Development 
o Pre-K through Job 
o Talent attraction and retention 
o Innovation and technology 

• Creating a Sense of Place/Place Making 
 
Mr. Stephens provided an overview of the trip itinerary, noting the visit will begin on 
November 28 at 4:00 pm, and conclude at noon on November 30.  He highlighted some of 
the locations in Nashville which will be visited, including the Gulch, Bridgestone Arena, 
Nashville Entrepreneur Center, and the Country Music Hall of Fame.  He stressed the 
importance of having participation on the trip by local elected officials and invited each 
jurisdiction in Hampton Roads to participate in this trip. 
 
CAO Committee members discussed the trip, and asked if all localities were invited, 
including those in the Virginia Peninsula Chamber service area.  Mr. Stephens stressed that 
all Hampton Roads localities were invited to attend.  CAO Committee members 
recommended that the Hampton Roads Chamber and the Peninsula Chamber send out a 
joint invitation to encourage attendance and illustrate collaboration on this effort. 
 
Report from Chief Information Officers 
 
Mr. Crum introduced this item by noting that during CAO Committee meetings over the 
past year, discussions have occurred regarding the transatlantic broadband cables that 
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have connected to Hampton Roads in the Virginia Beach area. The Committee agreed to 
appoint a working group of Chief Information Officers (CIOs) to discuss potential steps the 
region can take to leverage these cables as economic development assets for the region.   
 
Mr. Peter Wallace, CIO for the City of Virginia Beach, provided a presentation to the CAOs 
on the work of the region’s CIOs over the past year.  He began by stressing that this has 
been a regional effort, noting the following CIOs who have contributed to this effort: 
 
 Chuck Williams  Chesapeake 
 Leslie Fuentes  Hampton 
 Andy Stein   Newport News 
 Steven DeBerry  Norfolk 
 Daniel Jones   Portsmouth 
 Ken Beam   Suffolk 
  
Mr. Wallace began by noting that the CIOs have met seven times to discuss the information 
which will be presented today.  The task force established the following goals for its work: 
 

• Establish regional connectivity by leveraging fiber infrastructure 
• Strengthen collaboration and engagement with higher education 
• Leverage regional fiber connectivity to attract new businesses and create 21st 

century jobs 
 
He continued by discussing the benefits of regional broadband connectivity, noting the 
following: 
 
 Government 

• Provide jurisdictional connectivity for core operations 
• Create regional interoperability 

o Build robust public safety infrastructure 
o Establish unified and redundant 911 center 

• Potential for expanded shared services for all departments 
 

 Economic Development 
• Foster an ecosystem of low-cost internet service providers to meet demand for 

affordable internet to address the business Digital Divide 
• Attract new enterprises with high-paying jobs to the region 
• Construct broadband infrastructure to support business incubators, technology 

incubators, product accelerators and data centers 
  

Education 
• Integrate higher education institutions for collaborative research 
• Provide bandwidth to support growing educational needs  
• Provide affordable access to underserved and unserved citizens to address the 

digital divide 
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Mr. Wallace reviewed the different types of internet services including residential, small 
business and dedicated internet access.  He also reviewed a comparative analysis of 
internet speed and cost comparisons between the Hampton Roads region and other metro 
areas.  Mr. Wallace also discussed regional opportunities to leverage connectivity, 
including: 
  

• Create a fiber-ready region to attract new businesses and high-paying jobs 
• Leverage available assets for regional connectivity, educational and economic 

opportunities and workforce development 
• Position the region to pursue public/private partnerships 
• Leverage future grants that promote regionalism as well as educational 

programs 
• Create fiber infrastructure and connectivity to meet smart region capabilities 
• Create diverse routes to support public safety infrastructure 

 
Mr. Wallace then played a video from the North Carolina Next Generation Network, which 
provides a model program for broadband collaboration that could be established in 
Hampton Roads. 
 
Following the video, Mr. Wallace outlined a vision for Hampton Roads Connectivity that 
included the following: 
 

• Pre-Engineering Study – funded by Virginia Beach and in progress 
• Phase 1:  Construct Southside fiber infrastructure (GO Virginia grant) 
• Phase 2:  Construct Peninsula fiber infrastructure 
• Phase 3:  Connect Southside and Peninsula 
• Phase 4:  Connect outlier jurisdictions 

 
He then presented a series of maps illustrating this concept plan.  The mapping illustrated 
the existing municipal fiber network on both the Peninsula and Southside and the location 
of higher education facilities and other resources such as Jefferson Lab and NASA.  Mr. 
Wallace outlined the opportunity for municipal broadband rings on both the Southside and 
Peninsula that connected higher education facilities and other assets.   
 
He noted that the CIOs have engaged CTC Technology and Energy to assist with this 
analysis.  Virginia Beach has funded this effort.  A representative from CTC updated the 
CAO Committee on the firm’s work. 
 
Mr. Wallace concluded his remarks by outlining a scope and timeline for the remaining 
analysis, which will result in the preparation of a report and White Paper, both of which are 
to be completed by October 13. 
 
Mr. Hansen noted that the goal is to submit a GO Virginia application this Fall to fund the 
Southside ring. He noted that in this application, we should also request an $85,000 funding 
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request to complete the analysis for the Peninsula.  That way, in the second year of GO 
Virginia, the region could submit an application to build the Peninsula broadband ring and 
the interconnections with the Southside.  In Year 3, a funding application could be 
submitted through GO Virginia for the outlying jurisdictions, producing an interconnected 
broadband system for the region.  This regional network would not only serve our localities 
and institutions of higher education, but would also be able to serve economic development 
opportunities.   
 
The CAO Committee proceeded to discuss the information presented.  Overall, Committee 
members expressed excitement and support for the proposal that was presented.  CAO 
Committee members noted that this could offer positive impacts for Hampton Roads, and 
stressed that GO Virginia is but one source of funding that could be used to advance this 
effort.  It was noted that the most important priority is to generate regional consensus 
around this proposal and then commit to moving the plan to implementation.  Several 
Committee members noted that there could be regional support for this proposal to be a 
regional GO Virginia application.  However, before voting to endorse this approach, several 
members indicated that they would like to learn what other GO Virginia proposals are 
being considered.  Mr. Crum noted that this information sharing could be an agenda item 
for next month’s CAO meeting, where CAOs could be asked to share information on any GO 
Virginia proposals around the region that are being considered by localities.  The CAO 
Committee agreed with this approach.  At the September CAO meeting, this information 
sharing would occur, and the Committee would then be in a position to provide direction 
regarding the regional broadband proposal. 
 
Mr. Baker thanked the CAO Committee for the discussion and direction provided. 
 
Topics for Upcoming CAO Committee Meetings 
 
Mr. Crum reviewed potential topics for upcoming CAO Committee meetings including 
continued discussion of the regional broadband proposal, regional legislative agenda, GO 
Virginia status report and a roundtable to identify future agenda items. 
 
Calendar/Location of Future Meetings 
 
Mr. Crum noted that the September 6 CAO Committee meeting will be held in Gloucester 
County. 
 
Adjournment 
 
There being no further business to come before the CAO Committee, the meeting was 
adjourned at approximately 1:40 pm. 
 
Respectfully Submitted 
 
Robert Crum, HRPDC 
Recording Secretary 
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Virginia Growth and Opportunity Fund (GO Fund) Grant Scoring Guidelines 
 

I.  Introduction 
 
As provided in the Virginia Growth and Opportunity Act (the "Act"), funds are allocated, upon 
approval of the Virginia Growth and Opportunity Board (the "Board"), to support grant requests 
that advance the Board's goals as well as the prioritized needs and opportunities identified in 
the Growth and Diversification plans adopted by each regional council.  These grant funds are 
available to the regional councils on a per capita basis (the "regional allocations") where each 
region gets a proportional share of the available funding based on its current population, and  
on a statewide competitive basis (the "competitive allocations").  The purpose of these 
guidelines is to establish a process for use by each regional council in making recommendations 
to the Board in support of grant requests from public or private entities in a region in 
cooperation with the collaborating localities and partners from other sectors. These 
recommendations are then reviewed by the Board in making final grant decisions and in 
approving the conditions and terms that will apply to each grant.  It is expected that the grant 
funds will be used to initiate successful regional collaboration activities but will not be an 
ongoing source of long-term funding for grant requests. In addition to the general principles of 
the Act, the Growth and Diversification plan adopted, and as periodically amended, by each 
regional council, shall guide how the prioritized needs and opportunities are linked to grant 
requests proposed by the collaborating localities.   
 

II.  Project Application and Administration 
 
The Act requires the collaboration of at least two localities, which may be any combination of 
counties and cities, along with towns and/or political subdivisions, public bodies corporate and 
politic, or other public or private entities to apply for either a regional allocation or competitive 
allocation grant.  Public or private entities that may pursue and administer grant funding 
include, but are not limited to, other political subdivisions of the state, foundations, non-profit 
entities, colleges and universities, other educational entities, economic development 
organizations, workforce boards, local governments, regional council support organizations, 
and other stakeholders.  While a private company may apply, in cooperation with the 
collaborating localities and other stakeholders, to participate in or manage a project, grant 
funds are not to be used as economic development incentive payments or to promote the 
activities of a single entity.  Instead, grant funds are to be used to support the implementation 
of requests aligned with plan priorities and that offer broad community benefits.    Financial 
participation by the collaborating localities is required as part of any application for a grant 
allocation, and the minimum threshold for such participation is outlined in these guidelines.  
The roles of the various participants in applying for and administering a proposed project shall 
also be set forth in the grant application. 

III. Fund Availability 
Subject to the annual appropriations act, the grant allocations will be available for award by the 
Board as needed to support grant requests.  A region is not required to use its entire regional 
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allocation in a single fiscal year, and unused funds may be held by the Council for future 
opportunities more aligned with the priorities of its Growth and Diversification plan.  The Board 
also reserves the right to withhold allocations of funds should the proposed grant requests not 
meet certain minimum thresholds established as a result of these guidelines. 
 
While grant requests that require funding commitments for multiple fiscal years can be 
proposed, it is expected that the Board will not approve grants lasting for more than two years. 
After the initial funding cycle, the participating localities and other stakeholders may again 
apply to the regional council and the Board for further funding if there is a demonstrated need 
for additional funding.  Multi-year grant commitments shall be made with a declining amount 
after the initial funding year. 
 
Payments of grant funds shall be made upon the achievement of project milestones as outlined 
in the grant application.  The Board may approve grant requests that provide a portion of the 
requested funds prior to the achievement of project milestones for organizational and other 
project initiation efforts. 

IV.  Enhanced Capacity Building 
Prior to approving regional project grants, applicants are likely to want to validate how to 
translate the prioritized needs and opportunities from their Growth and Diversification plans 
into actionable grant requests.  Such an effort would develop platforms to support various 
collaborative approaches, increase efficiency, provide a deeper and consistent level of support, 
assess and reduce risk, and provide more focus about how broad concepts outlined in the plans 
become actual programs.  Such activities would also create the opportunity for regions to share 
information on best practices and validated platforms that may lead to more collaboration and 
future grant requests with similar goals.  Such activities, known as enhanced capacity building, 
are intended to examine how a subsequent future project grant request will be supported 
through the creation of this platform.  In any application for enhanced capacity building, an 
inventory of existing programs with similar goals, gaps in current programs that the proposed 
project will fill, the resources and structures needed to ensure the success of the enhanced 
capacity building initiative, and an exploration of how the enhanced capacity building effort 
could contribute to the success of associated future grant requests, should be detailed by the 
applicant.   
 
Even if enhanced capacity building funds are not requested, any proposed project should 
identify what efforts have been made, or will be made, to undertake a risk assessment of the 
likelihood of the success of the project prior to implementation funds being drawn upon.  
Additionally, any proposed grant requests should indicate a plan for how they will demonstrate 
that they are sustainable after the grant funds from the Board are exhausted. 
 
Project applications solely for enhanced capacity building as a phase independent from, but in 
anticipation of, future grant requests, will be accepted.  Proposed enhanced capacity building 
efforts which have the ability to be successfully replicated or used across multiple grant 
requests and/or regions will receive special consideration by the Board in allocating grants.  
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Further, it is understood that any return on investment analysis for enhanced capacity building 
efforts will be different from that for other collaborative grant requests. 

V. Return on Investment 
The anticipated return on investment of a proposed project resulting from the GO grants is one 
of the key measures to be used by the Board in making funding allocations.  The nature of the 
GO Virginia initiative, however, is different from traditional economic development programs 
and incentives where results are more immediately visible through direct job creation and 
capital investment and the tax revenues such activities generate.  These measures are 
important, but under GO Virginia, the proposed grant requests should also focus on long-term, 
sustainable change, economic diversification, and regional collaboration, so some measures of 
success are behavioral and thus, harder to measure.  Further, GO Virginia expects that the 
projects it funds will have broad community benefit that supports activities across local 
boundaries.   

In calculating the anticipated return on investment for proposed grant requests, applicants 
should outline the anticipated jobs and capital investment that could accrue from the project 
over a two-year period that aligns with the likely payout schedule of a grant, as well as over the 
longer term.  Using those factors, the applicant should outline the anticipated state and local 
tax revenues that will result from the proposed activity.  When determining the economic 
impact of a proposed grant request, the Board will give preference to those applications which 
can demonstrate that the GO Virginia portion of the grant is recouped within three years, 
however, projects that may have a smaller return in the initial phases, but a larger anticipated 
longer term impact (taking into account the likelihood of future success) will received special 
consideration.  In addition to these objective factors, applicants should outline other measures 
of success, such as new collaborative agreements, revenue sharing, cost savings and efficiencies 
resulting from the project, or other items that can be used by the Board to understand the 
financial viability of the project.  Another variable that the Board will use in determining the 
return on investment is any information provided by the applicant about previous successes 
involving the applicant on similar initiatives.   

By way of example, a grant request focused on a cluster scale-up activity which seeks $100,000 
from the Board may have as a goal the creation, within 3 years, of 50 new jobs earning $50,000 
per year.  That would result in $2.5 million of wages in year three.  The average effective 
personal income tax rate in Virginia is approximately 4%, so that project would generate a 
$100,000 return.  Additional tax benefits (in the form of sales taxes, excise taxes, and property 
taxes) would show that the project is a net positive for the Commonwealth.  That same project 
which yields 50 jobs earning $40,000 per year would result in $2.0 million of wages in year 
three – or an income tax yield of $80,000.  Sales taxes (which are realized assuming about 1/3 
of wages are spent on items subject to the sales tax) yield another $35,333.   

It is understood that certain project types will have a longer timetable to achieve their expected 
return on investment.  For example, projects focused on increasing the number of startup 
businesses or improving the entrepreneurial climate could take longer to show measurable 
results than those projects that scale up an existing company or can immediately commercialize 
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research and development opportunities from our universities.  Further, grant requests to 
solely support enhanced capacity building efforts may be able to demonstrate only limited 
returns prior to the end of the program.  Consideration of the project type and duration will be 
used by the Board in making final grant decisions. 

VI. Local participation  
The Act requires that any grant request for funds from the Board be matched, at least dollar for 
dollar, by non-state appropriated sources.  Therefore, non-state public entities, private, federal, 
or local funds are acceptable forms of match for funds requested from the Board.  The Board 
may waive the match, to half of the required amount, upon a finding of fiscal distress or an 
exceptional economic opportunity in the collaborating localities.  Grant requests may include, 
from any source, including state appropriated funds, match in excess of the levels outlined 
herein, and such additional match will receive special consideration by the Board in allocating 
grants.   
 
It is the goal of the Board that among the participating localities in a regional collaboration that 
there be a local contribution of not less than 20% of the required match, or $50,000, whichever 
is greater, in the aggregate, per proposed project.  The goal of this local contribution amount is 
to ensure localities are truly invested in the collaborative nature of the GO Virginia process as 
well as to ensure that proposed grant requests are of a substantial nature and meet the highest 
priorities identified in the regional plans. 
 
The local contribution may come from any combination of the participating localities and 
political subdivisions.  If the participating localities identify actions that they will take which 
result in cost efficiencies that provide resources for the proposed regional project, such funds 
shall be worth a 50% bonus in meeting the local contribution requirement. Existing investments 
by localities and political subdivisions that are redirected, repurposed, or refocused towards 
collaborative regional grant requests will count as local match. The Board also reserves the right 
to waive the local contribution for enhanced capacity building efforts that demonstrate an 
ability to benefit multiple regions or grant requests. 
 
In order to meet the local contribution requirement, the application shall identify the methods 
the participating localities have undertaken, or will undertake during the proposed grant term, 
to make available the required local contribution.  The local contribution may take the form of 
cash, revenue sharing, dedication of locally-owned or controlled assets to the proposed 
regional project, reallocation of existing funds, in kind contributions, or other local resources.  
 
The application shall also outline the methods the other non-local government participants in 
the grant application will use to provide the remaining balance of the required match.   

VII. Project Performance 
The applicant shall outline the aspects of the proposed grant request that will be used to 
measure the success of a project that aligns with the findings of the applicable Growth and 
Diversification plan.  In the event a funded project is unable to deliver on project deliverables 
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that impact its compliance with the performance criteria established at the time of the grant 
approval, the Board may terminate future funding for the project.  The Board may permit a 
time period of not more than 60 days for the public or private entity administering the project 
to cure any deficiency in meeting the performance criteria prior to terminating future funding.  
The Board may also grant approval for modifications to the terms, conditions, or milestones 
should circumstances impacting the project change substantially. 

Grant Scoring Criteria 
In determining the eligibility of the region and the amount of monies to be awarded for grant 
requests, the Board and the regional councils shall follow these criteria.  The Board reserves the 
right to not make an award to proposed grant requests that have a low score in one of more of 
the following areas: 
 
Economic Impact - 40 points 

1. Project application outlines the expected return on investment of the proposed project 
and the timeline for achieving that return. 

2. Project application demonstrates the proposed project's alignment with and how it will 
address the prioritized needs and opportunities of the growth and diversification plan. 

3. Grant requests that have a larger impact with regard to the creation of higher paying 
jobs and economic diversification, based on a return on investment model, in a smaller 
economic region shall receive higher scores. 

4. Project outlines both behavioral as well as anticipated tangible results that will come 
from the collaboration. 

 
Regional Collaboration - 30 points 

1. The number and percentage of localities within the region that are participating in the 
proposed project and the portion of the region’s population represented by the 
participating localities. 

2. Participation of localities or regions (including interstate collaborations) that are outside 
the applying region. 

3. Cost efficiencies, repurposing of existing funds, leveraging of existing assets, or other 
evidence of collaboration that can be demonstrated as a result of the proposed project. 

4. The amount of involvement in the project by businesses, colleges and universities, and 
other public and private entities within the region in the conceptualization of and the 
implementation of the project. 

5. The amount, timing, and form of the proposed project match that outlines the depth of 
the commitment by the public and private funding partners to the effort. 

6. Inventory existing grant requests or programs with similar goals to ensure the proposed 
project is not duplicative of, but additive to, other efforts to support economic 
diversification and the creation of more higher-paying jobs. 

 
Project Readiness - 20 points 

1. Project application demonstrates that the project partners have the capability to 
successfully execute the project. 
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2. Project application outlines how the project may be coordinated with existing efforts in 
the region. 

3. Project application fully analyzes the barriers to successful implementation and other 
associated risks along with a plan to overcome them. 

4. Project application reviews any prerequisite activities undertaken by the collaborating 
parties to increase efficiency with regard to program delivery and to ensure a deeper 
and consistent level of support for the project once launched. 

5. Project application demonstrates the project partners, including the lead public or 
private administering entity, have sufficient financial management and personnel to 
ensure compliance with the grant agreement. 

 
Project Sustainability - 10 points 

1. Plan for how a project will be sustained after grant funds are exhausted. 
2. Demonstrated ability to meet the project performance metrics and to take remedial 

actions in the event those measures are not achieved. 
3. Demonstrate leverage above the required amounts from any source.  

 
 



                                      

 
 

Annual Regional Meetings  
 

September 21, 2017 
Hampton Roads Convention Center 

1610 Coliseum Dr 
Hampton, VA 

 
 

9:30 AM – 10:20 AM Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization 
 

10:30 AM – 11:20 AM Hampton Roads Planning District Commission 
 

11:30 AM - Noon Hampton Roads Military & Federal Facilities Alliance 
 

12:15 PM – 12:45 PM Lunch for All Board Members 
Keynote Speaker – Craig Quigley, Executive Director –HRMFFA 
 

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM Hampton Roads Transportation Accountability Commission 
 
 

Details for each meeting will be circulated in accordance with the regular agenda  
distribution schedules of each organization 


